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Russians consider trains to be among the safest forms of transportation. Vladimir Filonov

Transit safety watchdog Rostransnadzor is considering raising fines and imposing pre-
emptive criminal charges for transportation operators who shirk safety regulations, the
service’s deputy head, Vladimir Chertok, said Tuesday.

“We have created a situation where it is more profitable for businesses to save money, pay the
fine,” Chertok said. “We need to lift fines to such a level that it will be unprofitable for
businesses to break [safety laws].”

Chertok estimated that economic sanctions for breaking safety regulations in the case of the
river cruise ship Bulgaria sinking last summer would have been about 40,000 rubles ($1,240),
whereas the potential profit for cutting corners on those measures was 400,000 rubles.

Higher fines would discourage transportation operators from taking risks, he said.
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Rostransnadzor drafted a proposal for new sanctions, which has been introduced in the State
Duma for review.

Chertok did not give details on the proposal but voiced support for raising fines by as much as
10 times as well as allowing operators to be criminally charged for disregarding safety
regulations. According to current laws, operators are charged only after their safety shortcuts
result in an emergency.

“We are warning businesses that the most important thing is the lives and health of citizens,”
Chertok said. “All the commerce issues, commercial profit, are in second place.”

The harsher measures are in line with the transportation safety program that the federal
government approved in July 2010. But some experts say raising fines will only shift the
burden onto passengers by leading to higher ticket prices.

“The bag of money we will have to hand over for a single ticket is going to get bigger, and the
situation won’t improve,” said Dmitry Zhuravlev, general director of the Institute of Regional
Problems, an analytical center.

Transportation operators are also opposing the proposed harsher safety measures, said
Alexander Starovoitov, deputy chairman of the Duma’s transportation committee.

The transportation committee will convene an expert council Friday to discuss the changes.
The council will include a balance of business and government representatives, Starovoitov
said.

Russians consider trains and trams the safest types of transportation, according to a study the
Russian Public Opinion Center released this week. Taxis and water transportation received the
lowest confidence rating.
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